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Monical Survey of Canala."

»»

£v£RY Student of history remembers the

emotion with which Gibbon has recorded

the completion of his great work. He tells

us, he wrote the last lines of the last page

in the summer house of his garden, and

with what emotion he took several turns in

a berceau, or covered walk of acacias..

Every one who has looked from the terrace

at Lausanne, can sympathize with his

homage to the beauty of the scenery. '*The

" air was temperate, the sky was serene,

" the Sliver orb of the moon was reflected

'* from the waters and all nature was silent,

<< I will not dissemble the first emotions of

*< joy on recovery of my freedom." And

GEOLOGICAL SUKVBY OP CANADA.—Report
of progreBB from its commencement to 1868,
illustrated by 698 wood cuts. Montreal : Daw-
son Brothbrb. London, Paris and New York,
Ballisrb, 1868.

r^



then foliowedjas with every human happi-

ness the amari aliquid when he oonsider-

ed " that whatsoever might be the future

"date of my History, the life of the histo-

<'rian must be short and precarious.'*

Doubtless some feeling of this character

passed through the mind of Sir William

Logan as he returned to the printer the last

corrected proof sheet of the volume, which

systematises the twenty years labor of his

life, which establishes the geology of his

native country, and which must be the

text book to guide the future student

as it is the manual of his own facts and

theories, indeed it may be baid almost the

record of his daily life. We trust however

that if this be the magnum opus of the

illustrious geologist, that the work is by no

means his last. If we have here the effi)rt

of his best years, it is not to be said that

we are to know him no more, for there is

still very much to be done in the extende t

field of observation in which Sir WilliAM
has toiled. We have however for the

moment rather to examine what has been

effected than speculate on the future.
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To make this comparison we have to place

before us the condition of the science as it

is now, with what it was before the exami-
nations were made, and we shall find that

the physical condition of the Province was
eren with scientific men a mere matter of

specuktion. With the great mass of the

popul^tioiji' it was uncared for. There was
nd source of profit in its study, and the pos-

sibility of extensive mining operations in

cojJper or iron, seems never to have found

very many sanguine believers. Now
and then doubtlessly, certain analogies were

suggestive of future succesis ; but the

existence of such enthusiasm is traceable

only to a limited extent. Equally some

slight commotion was caused by the

perusal of the proceedings of the scientific

societies in England and in the LFnited

States, and mortification consequently arose

that the field was so barren of exploits

in this Province. The history of the

various grades of effort in this direc-

tion shows how languid all opera-

tion really was ; and certainly the

quiet indiiTerence with which politicians
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listened to proposals for expenditure of mo-
ney, in what many to this day publicly de-

clare to be a folly, must have been depress-

ing to a higher tone of sympathy than was
then existent. We do not proiess to be in

the position of putting in certain limits the

then condition ofour geological knowledge.

The subject is worthy enough of considera-

tion ; but with something of humiliation we
must confess, that the want of works of re-

ference in Toronto, is an impediment to the

investigation. In a century or so—or at

the close ofsome geologicalepoch* a public

hbrary may be established in Western Can-

ada, one of the specialties of which will

be the collection of books bearing on Pro-

vincial history. But for the moment such an

institution is as little thought of, its require-

ments as little understood, or its elevating

influences as little appreciated, as mental

culture was fostered in ancient Bceotia.

We may profitably trace the progress of this

great work through its various stages. We
find the first record of systematic effort in

the Parliament of Upper Canada m Janua-

ry, 1832, when the petition of Dr. Rae
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praying for pecuniary assifttance lo (jonduct

a survey, was eent down with a favorable

recommendation by the then Lieutenant-

Governor Sir John Colborne. Tlie petition

was formally referred to a committee, and

there the matter ended. Dr. Rae describ-

ed himself as a Fellow of the Medical So-

ciety of Edinburgh. H's petition is given

at length in the Journals of 1831-2, (page

100). He was tolerably cautious in his

statements, for he contented himself with

saying simply that it was his intention to

describe the leading features in the geolo-

gical structure of the Province; that the geo-

logical and mineralogical details of the re-

gion to the rear of the Midland district were

very interesting, and that there was

a probability of valuable minerals be

ing found there. The same fate was
reserved for a petition of the like character

from the York Literary and Philosophical

Society. Four years later, February, 1836,

Mr. W. L. Mackenzie moved for a com-

mittee to report upon the best means of pro-

secuting a geological survey. The repoit

was ordered to be printed and was referred
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to the Committee of Supply. But the five

years dallying iseems io have exhausted the

patience of those who hai taken the matter

in hand. Accordingly in November f f this

year, Mr. Dunlop, seconded b} Col. Prince,

moved the House into a committee of the

whole to consider the expediency of com-

mencing the survey, and it was resolved to

address Sir F. B. Head to know what

means were at his disposal to carry out the

scheme. .No real advance was made by

these proceedings, and although Mr. Dun-

lop in December of this year gave notice

of an address to His Majesty for a grant of

wild lands to defray the cost ; no address

was presented. The ditficulties which

arose from the heated condition of politics

finally ending in the rebellion of 1837-38,

postponed any definite practical measure

until quieter times, and it was not until

after the Union of the Canadas under the

administration of Lord Sydenham, that the

project of the long desired survey was en-

ertained, when petitions from the scientific

societies of Montreal led to the introduction

into the estimates of the sum of £1,500,
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The questjon now] arose who should be

entrusted with the duty, and as the original

investigation had mainly in view the exam-
ination whether or no Canada contained

coal, it seemed to be a sine qua non that

the conductor of the survey should possess

especial attributes to decide that ques-

tion. In Canada the science was unknown.

It was not pretended that any one had any

particular aptitude in this direction, so

necessarily the Executive had to turn for

aid to the mother country. We are let

behind the scenes in the negotiations which

ensued. Not that there is any particular

mystery to explain ; but, during the pro-

gress of the survey, some ignorant back-

woodsman, whom chance had pitched into

Parliament, made himself more than

usually ridiculous by some absurd criti-

cisms on geology in general, superadded

with some special impertinences lo Sir W.
Logan in particular, the main point of

which was that the latter was perfectly

ignorant and incompetent. Mr. Logan (as

ho then was) at once applied to the Gov-

ernor-General for copies of the correspond-
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ence leading to his appointment^ which in

self-drfence he published. We learn by
these documents that early in 1842, the

Governor-General addressed the Colonial

Secretary regarding Mr. Logan's qualifica-

tions. That ofRcial at once put himself ia

communication with Sir H. De La Eeche,

Director of the Ordnance Geological Survey

Dean Buckland, Sir Roderick Murchi-

soN, and Profepsor Sedgwick. Each of

these eminent men vied in the readiness

with which they bore testimony to Mr.

Logan's capacity. For his reputation was
then established. His operations in South

Wales, in the examination of the coal beds

in that part of the country, in all quarters

had been recognized as highly important

so much so that his work had been incor-

porated in the national survey. Accord-

ingly Mr. Logan was selected for the duty,

and in 1842 revisited his native country,

where he passed four months in making

a preliminary examination. Unfulfilled

engagements, however, called him back to

England, where he returned, remaining

until May, 1843, at which date the survey

•«..r.,-«A,.,,^-_.j
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may be said to have commenced. When
we consider the smallness of the first ap-

propriation^ it is a little bewildering to

think what was really expected from it.

The physical condition of the Province

was perfectly unknown, although some in-

ference might have been, and doubtless

was drawn fVom the rocks of the neighbor-

ing State ; but it was just as possible as not

that the horizon of the formation which

gives coal in Michigan, would be found

equally in the north-western part of Canada,

or that some deposits might be found in

an outlying basin in theEastern Townships.

Theoretically many asserted the fact. Not-

tawasaga Bay on one side from its bitu-

minous shale was looked upon as pecu-

liarly likely to produce it, few in that part

of Canada understanding that the grapto-

lite fossil, was in itself a proof, that the

age of the rock established the impossibil-

ity of finding coal. The Statute Book re-

cords the existence of the Gaspe Coal and

Fishing Company, so what was expected

in that quarter is very evident. Indeed we
will hereafter have to speak of more than
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one fallacy and of some acts of caecality

based on this populasr delusion^ but we are

tracing for the moment the progress of the

survey. In connection witti Mr. LoGAJtv^

Mr. Murray was appointed, and it is ev-

ident that only by the most pinching econ-

omy could the limited sum appropriated at-

ain any result. During the first year their

labors were accordingly divided, Mr. Lo-

gan visiting the Gaspe peninsula, Mr.

Murray taking the country west of onr me-
ridian. In the year following the labors of

the two were concentrated at Gaspe, and

not only the J£ 1,500 was all gone, but the

Geologist had advanced £800 from his

own means. The survey began now to be

better understood, and Lord Metcalfe par-

ticularly felt the necessity of its operations

being widened, and a systematic impress

given to it. Accordingly, in 1845, an act

was mtroduced appropriating the annual

sum of £2,000 for five years. This sum,

not however fully sufficient, gave at least

status and vitality to the occupation. It

was possible now to obtain explorers who
would take to their duties as a proles-
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sion, for there was some tangible reward

for their labors, and not the slightest of the

difficulties was thus removed. Among
those who joined the survey at this

period honorable mention must be made
of Mr. BicHARDSON, then settled in

fieauharnois, and who is still ei^gaged

in the duties of exploration. Special

m^ention is made in the preface of his

valuable labors, which seem to have ex-

tended over the whole area of the Lau-

rentian and Silurian Rocks, and it

would appear that it was no little by the

results of his careful investigations that

the age of the Quebec group was es-

tablished. From these more liberal ap-

propriations it also became possible to

increase the staff by an analytic chemist,

in order that the mineral waters might be

carefully subjected to a test, equally with

minerals capable of useful application*

Some slight difficulty occurred throuirh the

appointment of a gentleman who now rests

in a quiet churchyard on the shores of Lake
Geneva. But in 1847 Mr. Sterry Hunt
was appointed to the duties which he has
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since so brilliantly performed. There was

nothing now to mar the operations of the

survey. Accordingly en the expiration of

the period for which the appropriation has

been made, the act was continued for a

further five years, so that an additional life

of five years was given to it, prolonging

the survey to July, 1856. It was in this

interval that the great exhibition took

place in London, when the admirable col-

lection of minerals and fossils not only at-

tracted the attention of the scientific, but

set forth the true estimate of the resources

of the Province. The arrangement was

so admirable, that by aid of the maps on

the walls of the Canaaa division, its physi-

cal condition could be n astered at a glance.

The success of these efibrts had no slight

influence u pon the committee of the Legis-

lative Assembly, which met in 1855 to con-

sider the best means of making public the

information of the survey, and of complet-

ing it at an early period. The committee

entered upon their duties with more than

ordinary zeal, and examined some of the

most eminent men of this contment

—

Hall
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Agassiz^ Chapman—as to the utility and

desirable extent of the geological investiga-

tion. The report was pretty generally

distributed and ccnmented on, and by a

unanimous vote the sum of $20,000 annu-

ally for ten years was granted, which date

expires in July, 1865. By this mcreased

vote Mr. Billings, the eminent palaeonto-

golist, with additional explorers and sur-

veyors, was added to the survey, whose

labors have been bestowed without inter-

mission on his various duties. And it

was owing to the increased appropriation

that we have the experience and work of

the last years classified and generalised in

its now satisfactory condition.

Although we are destitute of precise in-

formation of the state of geological know-

ledge regarding Canada when Sir Wil-
liam commenced his survey, what we do

find is sufficiently suggestive. The fac

really is that nothing was known ol it. Thus
Sir H. De La Beghe in his letter concerning

the qualifications of Mr. Logan, April, 1842?

while anticipating the best results both to

the science of geology and its applica-
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tions from his appointment, adds "that
^* his qualifications as miner and metallur-

'* gist would be of importance in Canada^

** the mineral wealth of which is now so

<^ little known." On the other hand Mr.

BccKLAND recommends Mr. Logan as

^' the most skilful geological surveyor of a

*' coal field he has ever known," a sentence

which, if it means anything, is suggestive

that the writer thought coal might be dis-

covered in Canada. Sir Roderick Mur-
CHisoN speaks of our geologist as one who
has chiefly studied " the older rocks in-

*' eluding the carboniferous deposits,^^ and

adds, " Mr. Logan is admirably prepared to

" develop the subsoil of Canada." Mr.

Sedgwick dwells on Mr.Logan's knowledge

of the coal fields of Pennsylvania. If these

Mrords at all represent the state of knowledge

df the most scientific men of that day-*men
who are now most pre-eminent and of

world-wide reputation, it is no wonder that

the busy population of the province Were

uninformed on matters which require mere

than ordinary study and experience to mas-

ter. Glimpses of light however had to some

1

el

bI

oi
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extent penetrated this darkness. Admiral

Bayfield, who was engaged in the survey

of the St. Lawrence and the Lakes, made
use of the opportunities he had, to form a

collection of fossils, and forwarded to the

Geological Society in London several papers

connected with Canadian geology. Dr.

BidsBY, Secretary to the Boundary Com-
mission under the Treaty of Ghent, in 1815,

collected ar.d published a great many facts

and observations which his position gave

him an admirable opportunity of collecting,

and accordingly he is not only quoted by

Logan as an authority, but is honorably

mentioned as one of the pioneers of the

science. No few engineer officers

were both zealous and active in the pui*-

suit. It was General Baddeley, when a

young man who first discovered gold in

the Chaudiere Valley. But efforts of this

otder at best were but the work of amateurs.

They were unconnected, without a common
object, directed from different stand-points,

and dissevered by divergences of charac-

ter and modes of examination. One great

advantage in the Canadian survey is that
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it has been kept under one controlling head

'

Had it been otherwise, we could not have

followed the unity of design, and the pro-

per subordination of secondary to prima -

ry points which now mark it. In all

sciences uniformity of plan is indispensa-

ble, and it is of importance that true and

actual identity is not obscured by differ-

ences ^and discrepancies of description*

There is so much to detail in operations o

this character, that it is of importance not

only that no omissions occur, but that the

information is not weakened by departures

from a settled plan. Further it is equally

essential to avoid repetitions, which bewil-

der and repel the student. Three or four

contemporary heads, each more or less

jealous of his reputation, in order to advance

claims to their discoveries, are generally

liable to extend the nomenclature: in

geology, of all sciences, the last thing to

be admitted. And if the ptudent does on

iniation to the esoteric mysteries shrink

somewhat aghast at the formidable array

they present, he has at least the satisfac-

tion of knowing that they have not been
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carelessly, we were nearly writing, cruelly

multiplied. But from the fact that one con-

trolling mind has directed the operations?

no unwise inveAti^ation has been frittered

away on unimportant enquiries, and our one-

ness of system simplified while it gener-

alized the results.

We may claim the result of the twenty

years labors to be generally this, that for

practical purposes we know, what mineral

wealth we have, and what we have not.

This information is no dubious,half credited

belief. Like all results of well considered

scientific operations, it has grown up

as the information was disseminated, ex-

amined, weighed, and proved, to become a

part of the national estimate of our resources

Mr. Hall, of New York, has borne testi-

mony to the authority of the Reports of the

Canadian Survey, not only with men of

science, but witli the more active class who
seek information for the purpose of profita-

ble investments : men who consider geolo-

gy as the light by which they may safely

operate in economic substances, and who
need direction for the employment of capi-
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tal. Canada has the gatiifa«tion of knowing

that no loss of capital, and waste of labor,

with the misery coiisequent upon misdirect-

ed energy, has been a phase of provincial

experience owing to the fruitless pursuits

of what it was impossible to obtain. Mr.

Hall gives his testimony that one million

of dollars have been expended in abortive

attempts to obtain " fossil fuel." Sir Rod-

erick MuRcuisoN computes that the money
expended in England alone, before geology

was understood would be sufficient to make
a correct geological examination of the

whole crust of the world. However, we
have not been entirely without excitement

on this matter. Six years ago, in June,

1858, Bowmanville coal was the latest

thing, and no little excitement was kept

up regarding it. One Joseph Baldson dis-

covered <* a coal mine," on the property of

Mr. Bates. A shaft was sunk for 60 or

65 feet, and borings were carried on

.90 feet deeper. Enthusiastic public meet-

ings were held. Everybody attended, and

all made speeches who could, to have their

fling at the "jargon of geology." The

i
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Mayor of Bowmanville came bpecially to

Toronto to hold an interview with the Gov-

ern^foGeneral* A Vigilance Committee

was appointed-^and there was a howl of

delight that all the scientific world was to

be proved ^wrong, and ''the uneduoated,

<< hard working minmg laborer" was to turn

out the enlightened instructor of the age. Dr.

OuAPMAN, to whom some specimens were

submitted, easily recognized a detached

cube of coal among some pieces of bitu-

minous matter, and this piece of coal was

declared tu be found in situ. But the ad-

vocates of the discovery, no doubt in all

honesty, but without reflection, endeav-

ored to prove a little too much,
when they declared that a quantity

of coal had been taken from the ** mine,"
and had been tested, and found excellent

in the various blacf- smiths' shops in the

neighborhood. The quick eye of Dr.

Chaiman at once saw the absurdity of the

assertion, and the letters which he pub-

lished had no little influence in exposing

the imposture. Taking the data of the

"miner," that the seam of coal was 6 ft. 5 in..
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and the bore hole was 3 inches, it was evi-

dent, that if the " coal" brought up had

been in one solid mass it muet have been

less than the third of a cubic foot in bulk

;

therefore this actual coal, tested by the

blacksmiths, must have been obtained

elsewhere. But the fact is, as everybody

acquainted with boring knows, that the

matter brought up is a wet, pounded

detritus, to which Dr. Chapman gave the

very emphatic word " slush, ' so that none

of it could possibly have been consumed*

A few days after, Baldson, confessing his

dishonesty, absconded

The first attempt, however, of this cha-

racter deserves a special record, not simply

from the impudence of the effort, but from

the inexorable logic of the reasoning: by
which the deception was exposed. The
narrative is not to be found in the volume

before us, but it is stated at length in the

Report for 1849 (pp. 18 to 25). Two en-

terprising individuals, by name Bouchard

and Menard, living on the Bay of Saint

Paul, some sixty miles east of Quebec, pe-

titioned the Governor General to the effect
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that he would cause an examination to be

made of their farms, as they had discovered

coal, some specimens of which were for-

warded with the petition. At the same time

a pressure was put upon the government by
the member for Saguenay, for an immediate

examination. It was asserted that men
entitled to credit had taken pieces of coal

of good quality from a spring on the pro-

perty of these persons, which it was in-

ferred vraa brought up from a seam below*

Mr. Logan accordingly proceeded to the

spot. There cannot be a doubt but he

penetrated the trick at a glance. It was at

once evident that the spring had not a

force sufficient to drive up a cube of coal of

an inch or half an inch in size—and that

even if it had the force, the ancient s| ring

would have oast up, in comiron with the

small masses, much of the coal pulver-

ized, whereas there was none in that con-

dition. Independently of this, the quantity

of coal found, seemed in no way to accord

with the theory of what would have been

deposited had the amount found been

explained by natural causes. Besidee, no
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instance existed of coal being so forced up

by a spring of even greater power,and hence

the inference would be that the deposit

arose from an outcrop—which supposition

Was at variance with the sharply de-

fined lines of the cubes. Further, on the

coal found, iron pyrites was exposed intact,

which would not have been the case had

the coal been snbjected to the atmosphere,

as iron pyrites rapidly decompose, and

hence it was evident that the specimens

had been obtained from the deep part of a

coal seam, and had only lately been ex-

posed. The examination of the rocks ad-

joining gave no indications of carbonized

fossil plants ; while the formation itself was
known to be older than the coal measures.

Hence it followed that the specimens had

been obtained from some imported cargo
5

that the whole thing was a swindle.

The days of Canada Coal mines may be

said for ever to have passed away. Even

at Quebec they have ceased to watch the

shaft on Citadel Hill, the rude protection to

which struck every visitor on his arrival

Perhaps all memory of it has passed away,
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and if we here chronicle these forgotten

fables, it is because we remember that we
are in a busy age of mining, and that there

are dupes still to listen to the cheat. As the

market is inundated with speculations, it

would be well for the tempted to thuik

twice before they embark their means, and

some knowledge of the efforts made in the

direction of **Canada Coal," may be no

bad preparation to consider no few of the

schemes put into the market.

In 1 urning to the thousand pages of the

book itself, we are struck with the wonder-

ful care with which it has been put through

the press. The typography and the proof

reading cannot be too highly commended.

The errata are seven in number less than

infinitesminal in this large t»ea of techni-

calities. To give here any idea more than a

general apergu of the whole work is not

possible, but we may say that the work is

written as ! inductively as possible. It com-

mences with an admirable account of the

physical geography of the Province- -es-

tablishes the nomenclature, and runs

through the vaiious formations, beginning at
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the lower Azoic rocks. Having established

the chemical character of the rocks

wUh the distinguishing fossils of each

series, the minerals are specially

described. Of course they are set forth

m language which only men with some

acquaintance with science understand, and

necessarily a certain knowledge of chemis-

try and mineralogy is indispensable to the

«tudent,or the volume is sealed to him . It was
precisely to supply this void that Chapman
published his '^ Minerals and Geology of

*• Canada," which we belie\e he was
led to do, no little at the suggestion of Sir

William. With this preliminary know-
ledge, the i idex directing the reader to any

mineral—he can learn where any rock

is found, the ^location generally of course,

—its quantative analysis, its general char-

acter and its rarity or abundance. From
minerals we pass to the waters of mineral

pprings—which have been analyzed, with

their chemical and geological history. Not
the leasr interesting chapter in the book is

that succeeding,the xix. contributed by Mr.

Sterry Hunt, which treats of the chemical

'*^.
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and mineralogical condition of the altered

rocks—now known by the term metamor-

phic. It is admitted that generally, at least

up to the tertiary inclusive, that sedimen-

tary rocks however originally rich in

^ossil remains, may undergo such change

a0 to lose all evidence of organic life, and to

depart from their original lithological char-

acter. What this action was, necessarily

caa only be inferred, but it is patent that

the chemical force which effected it, is con-

siderably greater than any now known to

exist. For the moment there is no answer

to the question whether these rocks, by

sinking into the earth were subjected to

so intense a temperature is to effect these

revolutions—or whether the agency of che-

mical solutions percolating through the rocks

worked the change. If Sir William has

any opinion it iiclines to the latter. We
pass onward to an elaborate account of the

various mines as they exist in different loca-

litie8,in connection with which, are careful-

ly detailed the various economic substances

such as Phospate of lime. Gypsum, Bi-

tumens, Clays, Hydraulic Cement, &c.,
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&c. The descriptions are carefully written,

and enter minutely inlo the many different

point«i embraced in this complex enquiry

The completeness with which, in particu-

lar, copper, iron, and gold are dealt with,

literally exhaust the subject. With some

remarks on superficial geology the book

concludes.

Such is the distiibution of ihe work.'

It is perhaps necessary specially to allude

to the nomenclature, which Sir William

had literally to invent, and concerning

which we would wish to offer a few remarks.

That of Canada is based on the necessity

of adhering to local designations, and on

the principle ot applying as much as pos-

sible, the well established names of strata

known on the Continent. The chief object

in this determination w.is to admit of com-

parisons between equivalent masses, and

as Sir William adds, " of rendering

homage to those whose labors have aided

us in understanding onr rocks." Thus most

of our terras are those of the Geological

Survey of New York, which had been long

prosecuted before the commencement of

^
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the Canadian Survey. In the great plain

south of Lake Ontario, between the Lauren-

tides and Appalachian mountaias extend-

ing to the Rocky mountains, there is gen-

erally a very undisturbed condition of the

masses. The Laurentian series crosses the

St. Lawrence at the Thousand Islands—at

no great elevation, and runs to the Airon-

dach mountains, which rise 5000 feet above

the sea on the west shores of Lake Cham-
plain. Between this elevation and the ter-

race which forms the Falls of Niagara,

there has been little disturbance, and the

sequence being assured, it followed that a

corresponding gradation might be looked

for north of the lake. It therefore to some

extent became a necessity to identify them.

In the event, however, of the presence of a

group not recognised in the rocks of New
York, or "when a mass destitute of organic

remains is replaced in Canada by one

marked by fossils" in such instances a

Canadian nanae is given. In the great di-

visions of fosiliferous rocks, we preserve

the nomenclature of Great Britain, and

hence our geology is divided into the
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Silurian, and Devonian, while in the Azoic

rocks in the Laurentian and the Huronian

formations the names shew the etymology.

They consist of a metamorphic sedimentary

character, and underlie all the fosiliferous

rocks. The former are now recognised by

Sir Roderick Murchison, as identical with

the gneisoid rocks of the Wesiern islands of

Scotland, and the term Laurentian is ac-

cepted in British Geology.

It seems to U(S, however, that with pro-

priety pome little modification might now
be made. Sir William him.sfJf hi.s led

the way, by speaking of a part of the

Lower Silurian as the Quebec group, call-

ing the Chazy, or its equivalent, " Sillery,''

while the Calciferous sand rock is describ-

ed as " Levis," Very correctly, it seems to

us we speak of the *^Guelph" formation.

But there is one term which we think

should be modified as soon as practicable^

that is the term " Hamilton," which, from

the geographical importance of the city of

that name in Canada, is frequently applied

to its locality instead of being identified

with the counties Elgin, Kent, Middlesex

I
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and Lambton, which approximately form

the area ot the formation, the term having

been taken from Hamilton in New York.

Chapman suggests the term <^ Lambton"
for this formation. Equally his idea of

calling the Lower Helderberg. " Euryp-
'* terus," after the crustacean of that name,

which is the characteristic of the rock,

seems to us worthy consideration.

It was but the other day that we put into

as few words as possiole the salient points

ot the g'^ology of the Province. Accord-

ingly we have now only to dwell on the

truths we learn from it. We fear that this

report somewhat narrows the area which

had been generally considered as fit for

settlement. Where the azoic rocks exist,

there is so little decomposition from expo-

sure to the weather, that the land is

generally poor and unfruitlul. It is only

among the limestones and anorthosites that

we obtain a rich soil. Accordingly north

of the Ottawa, and over a considerable ex-

tent to the south of it, excepi in periodic

oases, we may not hope for extended settle-

ment. On the other hand, as a counter-
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balanci g source of wealth, it is in these

rocks we tind all the iron and much of the

copper, which are so diligently worked.

Further exploration may throw light over

this area the condition of which, although

geologically known, has been but partially

explored—and it is to be hoped that

bands of lime stone may be met with

in sufficient extent, to promise a fertile

soil. To speak of the labors of Sir Wil-
liam Logan is barely necessary. His

reports annually published have constantly

kept his name before the public. The two

exhibitions at London and Paris, set upon

his merits the seal of approbation from the

highest and most renowned of every civili-

zed country. In no metaphorical language

he has positively brought honor on his native

land. Living only for the work he took in

hand, careless of honors, indifferent to

amusement, with an ample private fortune

to pass his life in literary and scientific

ease, his hopes, his fears, his existence have

been merged in this one work. At the end
of five years after its commencement he

was ofTered a salary of $ 10,000 to proceed

f i
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to India. Perhaps in this quarter there was

a field for a greater reputation than he was
certain he would achieve here. Undoubt-

edly the road lay open to accumulated

wealth and untarnished honors. In Canada

there was nothing assured. Ignoraint mem-
bers of Parliament had assailed him^ and

an unsympathetic Executive thought they

were extravagant devotees to science^ by

doling out their limited appropriation. But

faith is strong and erthusiasm is untiring.

Canada was Logan's home. Here he was

bom ; here he had passed his youth, and

his duties as it were seemed to him to lie

written out before hitn. He had but to be

patient, to abnegate, to be earnest, and his

hour would come. And come it did. In

time his character literally extorted frohi

Parliament the consideration to which he

was entitled. The conductors of this Jour-

nal look back with pride to the part they

took nine years ago in enforcing the claims

of the survey— for at that moment,

there was a knot of men trying to cut

the ground from under his feet and to ap-

propriate his honors. The peculiarity of
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this illustrious man haa been that everbody

who has come within his influence has

been carried away by personal devotion to

him, and this feeling has told in the work

he has to do. The very volume which

leads to these remarks is proof of the

fact. One of the pleasant duties of the

newspaper writer is to have his heart in

what he does. The exigency of his daily

life is for him to bear and forbear. He has

to estimate this man and that man^ not

objectively, not potentially, but rela-

tively. He has to judge some particular-

ity by the concrete. He has not to forget

the standard by which we are all to be

considered. He has to take men as they

go ; and his criticism is unfortunately no

always to him such a labor of love, as

when in his daily course he has to perform

an act of justice, lo a pure, able, lofty-

minded, unselfish man, like William
Edmund Logan. .

\
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